Founded in 1992, Coldblood is a veteran Brazilian extreme metal band and always
keep their sound based on Old school death metal and the satanic doctrine.
During the same year of birth the band released their first demo called “Terror Stench”
and made some presentations around Brazil. The second Demo “And it comes the
winter” was released in 2000 and also obtained good response. In 2005 the band
released a third demo “reicarnating a new black god” which obtained international
acknowledgment, being the gateway to the Debut Album. In 2007 and already signed
to Mexican Onslaught Rec , The band released the long awaited debut album "Under
The Blade I Die". A material forged in old school death metal and got many compliment
sputting the band on the underground world circuit. After performing several shows
around brazil in order to promote the album next to bands like: Cannibal Corpse,
Onslaught, Master, Mayhem, Krisiun. In 2010, Coldblood went to their first
international tour, ending on a high note the promotion of the first album.
The place chosen was Latin America, The band wen to countries like Ecuador, Peru e
Bolívia. In 2011 while the band was preparing new material, released Split Coldblood /
Luvart, containing songs from the first demo.
To celebrate the 20 years the band released in January 2012 the Ep "The Other Gods"
containing 5 previously unreleased songs and as a bonus the band released their first
3 demos. In the same year it launched the collection 20 Years Of Death Metal In Cold
Blood by the Peruvian label “Gate Of Horror Prod”. and one Split with the band
Eutanos from Ecuador.
In October 2013 the band presented their latest work, the album "Chronology Of
Satanic Events " released in Brazil with Distro Rock Rec & Attitude Headbanger's
House, and the United States by Metallic Media Rec. After the release to promote the
album the band made their second tour around Latin America and went to countries
like Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, ending in Brazil in Metal Devastation Fest 15.The band
continues with the release of the new album, and is wiling to prepare new material for
the next full-length planned for the second half of 2014.Stabilized with the formation
Coldblood intends to follow their saga, willing to represent Brazilian extreme metal and
destroy the Headbangers eardrums who are thirsty for morbid Death Metal, challenging
and satanic.

line up:
D.Arawnn – Vocals and Guitars
Artur Cirio – Lead Guitars
Markus Couttinho – Drums
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